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Due to its favorable scaling and relatively
high accuracy, Kohn-Sham Density Functional
Theory (DFT) has transitioned into a dominat-
ing workhorse of quantum chemistry that is rou-
tinely applied in the study of chemical struc-
ture and reactivity while encompassing a variety
of fields ranging from the vapor and condensed
phases, as well as the solid state. In spite of
this the exchange-correlation potential of conven-
tional DFT face significant hurdles, for example,
in minimizing the self-interaction error, obtain-
ing the qualitatively correct one particle spec-
trum, and rectifying the delocalization error of
many electron systems. However, by reparama-
terizing existing functionals to satisfy the DFT
analog of Koopman’s theorem, the Quantum
Theory Project (QTP) line of density function-
als has proven successful in mitigating these is-
sues in addition to correctly describing a variety

of phenomena ranging from vertical excitation
and charge-transfer energies to reaction barrier
heights. Here, we present a further examination
of the capabilities for the range-separated QTP-
00, QTP-01, and QTP-02 functionals in describ-
ing the band structure of select materials as well
as the isotropic hyperfine coupling of 23 radical
molecules. Preliminary results suggest that the
QTP family of functionals predict the experimen-
tal band gap while also offering competitive re-
sults for Fermi contact, as compared to a myriad
of standard DFT functionals and CCSD(T) re-
sults. To convey the universality of the IP condi-
tion, we show that by reparameterizing the PBE0
functional based only on the IP and EA of the wa-
ter and hydroxyl molecules, the resulting global
hybrid functional (QTP-PBE0) exhibits an im-
provement in predicting extended systems’ band
gap.


